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EDGER ATTACHMENT — EA0800 5

ENREAD ALL INSTRUCTIONS!

READ & UNDERSTAND 
OPERATOR’S MANUAL

 Residual risk! People with electronic devices, such 
as pacemakers, should consult their physician(s) before 
using this product. Operation of electrical equipment 
in close proximity to a heart pacemaker could cause 
interference or failure of the pacemaker.

 WARNING: To ensure safety and reliability, all 
repairs and replacements should be performed by a 
qualified service technician.

SAFETY SYMBOLS
The purpose of safety symbols is to attract your attention to 
possible dangers. The safety symbols and the explanations 
with them deserve your careful attention and understand-
ing. The symbol warnings do not, by themselves, eliminate 
any danger. The instructions and warnings they give are no 
substitutes for proper accident prevention measures.

 WARNING: Be sure to read and understand all 
safety instructions in this Operator’s Manual, including all 
safety alert symbols such as “DANGER,” “WARNING,” 
and “CAUTION” before using this tool. Failure to follow all 
instructions listed below may result in electric shock, fire, 
and/or serious personal injury.

SYMBOL MEANING
 SAFETY ALERT SYMBOL: Indicates DANGER, 

WARNING, OR CAUTION. May be used in conjunction with 
other symbols or pictographs.

   WARNING: The operation of any 
power tools can result in foreign objects 
being thrown into your eyes, which can 
result in severe eye damage. Before 
beginning power tool operation, always 
wear safety goggles or safety glasses with 
side shields and a full face shield when 
needed. We recommend a Wide Vision 
Safety Mask for use over eyeglasses or 
standard safety glasses with side shields. 

SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS
This page depicts and describes safety symbols that may 
appear on this product. Read, understand, and follow all 
instructions on the machine before attempting to assem-
ble and operate it.

Safety Alert
Indicates a potential personal 
injury hazard.

Read & 
Understand 
Operator’s 
Manual

To reduce the risk of 
injury, user must read and 
understand operator’s manual 
before using this product.

Wear Eye 
Protection

Always wear safety goggles 
or safety glasses with side 
shields and a full face shield 
when operating this product.

Wear Ear 
Protection

Always wear ear protection 
when operating this product. 

Keep 
Bystanders 
Away

Ensure that other people 
and pets remain a certain 
distance away from the 
edger when it is in use.

Do Not 
Expose To 
Rain

Do not use in the rain or 
leave outdoors while it is 
raining.

CE
This product is in accor-
dance with applicable EC 
directives.

WEEE

Waste electrical products 
should not be disposed of 
with household waste. Take 
to an authorized recycler.

XX Noise

Guaranteed sound power 
level. Noise emission to the 
environment according to 
the European community’s 
Directive.

Recycle 
Symbols

This product uses lithium - 
ion (Li - ion) batteries. Local, 
state, or federal laws may 
prohibit disposal of batteries 
in ordinary trash. Consult 
your local waste authority 
for information regarding 
available recycling and/or 
disposal options.
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EN V Volt Voltage

mm Millimeter Length or size

cm Centimeter Length or size

in Inch Length or size

kg Kilogram Weight

Direct 
Current

Type or a characteristic of 
current

IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

 WARNING! When using electric gardening appliances, 
basic safety precautions should always be followed to reduce 
the risk of fire, electric shock, and personal injury, including 
the following:

READ CAREFULLY BEFORE USE

KEEP FOR FUTURE REFERENCE

 DANGER! Do not rely on the tool’s insulation against 
electric shock. To reduce the risk of electrocution, never 
operate the machine in the vicinity of any wires or cables 
(power, etc.) which may carry electric current.

 CAUTION! Wear appropriate personal hearing 
protection during use. Under some conditions and 
durations of use, noise from this product may contribute 
to hearing loss.

Training
 ◾ Read the instructions carefully. Be familiar with the 
controls and the proper use of the equipment.

 ◾ Never allow children or people unfamiliar with these 
instructions to use the edger.  Local regulations may 
restrict the age of the operator.

 ◾ Never edge while people, especially children, or pets 
are nearby.

 ◾ Keep in mind that the operator or user is responsible 
for accidents or hazards occurring to other people or 
their property.

Preparation
 ◾ While edging, always wear eye and ear protection, 
substantial foot wear, and long trousers.

 ◾ Thoroughly inspect the surface where the equipment is 
to be used and remove all stones, sticks, wires, bones 
and other foreign objects.

 ◾ Before using, always visually inspect to see that the 
blades, blade bolt and cutter assembly are not worn or 
damaged. Replace worn or damaged blades and bolts 
in sets to preserve balance.

Operation
 ◾ Edge only in daylight or in good artificial light.

 ◾ Always be sure of your footing on slops.

 ◾ Walk, never run.

 ◾ Use extreme caution when reversing or pulling the 
edger toward you.

 ◾ Make sure the blade has stopped before crossing 
surface other than grass and when transporting the 
edger to and from the area to be edged.

 ◾ Never operate the edger with defective, missing or 
incorrectly fitted guards.

 ◾ Do not change the motor governor settings or 
overspeed the motor.

 ◾ Start the switch on the motor carefully according to 
instructions and with feet well away from the blade(s).

 ◾ Do not start the motor when a bystander is standing in 
front of the blade(s).

 ◾ Do not put hands or feet near or under rotating parts.

 ◾ Always switch off the motor and disconnect from the 
battery:

1) Before clearing blockages;

2) Before checking, cleaning or working on the 
blade(s);

3) After striking a foreign object: Inspect the blade(s) 
for damage and make repairs before restarting 
and operating the edger;

4) If edger starts to vibrate abnormally (check 
immediately).

 ◾ Stop the motor whenever you leave the edger;

 ◾ Do not charge the battery pack in rain, or in wet locations.

 ◾ Use only with EGO’s battery packs and chargers.

BATTERY PACK CHARGER
BA1120E, BA2240E, BA2800,

BA3360,BA4200

CH2100E

CH5500E

 ◾ The battery pack must be removed from the appliance 
before it is scrapped.

 ◾ The battery shall be disposed of safely.

 ◾ Do not dispose of the battery in a fire. The cells may 
explode. Check with local authorities for possible special 
disposal instructions.

 ◾ Do not open or mutilate the battery. Released electrolyte 
is corrosive and may cause damage to the eyes or skin. It 
may be toxic if swallowed.

 ◾ Exercise care in handling batteries in order not to short 
the battery with conducting materials such as rings, 
bracelets, and keys. The battery or conductor may 
overheat and cause burns.
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EN ◾ Battery tools do not have to be plugged into an 
electrical outlet; therefore, they are always in operating 
condition. Be aware of possible hazards even when 
the tool is not operating. Take care when performing 
maintenance or service.

 ◾ Do not wash with a hose; avoid getting water in motor 
and electrical connections.

Maintenance and storage
 ◾ Keep all nuts, bolts and screws tight to be sure the 
equipment is in safe working conditions.

 ◾ Replace worn or damaged parts.

 ◾ Do not attempt to repair the machine unless you are 
competent to do so. 

 ◾ Use only manufacturer- recommended replacement 
parts and accessories.

 ◾ Disconnect the machine from the battery before 
carrying out maintenance or cleaning work.

 ◾ Inspect and maintain the machine regularly. Have the 
machine repaired only by an authorized repairer.

 ◾ When not in use, store the machine out of the reach 
of children.

 ◾ If situations occur that are not covered in this manual, 
use care and good judgment. Contact the EGO Service 
Center for assistance.

 ◾ Save these instructions. Refer to them frequently and 
use them to instruct others who may use this tool. If 
you loan this tool to someone else, also loan these 
instructions to them to prevent misuse of the product 
and possible injury.

SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS

NOTE: SEE YOUR POWER HEAD OPERATOR’S 
MANUAL FOR ADDITIONAL SPECIFIC SAFETY RULES.

SPECIFICATIONS

Blade Length 8”

Edging Depth Up to 4”

Weight TBD

Measured sound power level LWA TBD

Sound pressure level at  
operator’s ear LPA

TBD

Guaranteed sound power level LWA 

(according to 2000/14/EC)
TBD

Vibration ah

Front-assist Handle TBD

Rear Handle TBD

 ◾ The declared vibration total value has been measured 
in accordance with a standard test method and may be 
used for comparing one tool with another;

 ◾ The declared vibration total value may also be used in 
a preliminary assessment of exposure.

NOTICE: The vibration emission during actual use of the 
power tool can differ from the declared value in which the 
tool is used;In order to protect the operator, user should 
wear gloves and ear protectors in the actual conditions 
of use.

PACKING LIST 
PART NAME QUANTITY

Edger Attachment 1

Hex Wrench 1

Multi-Functional Wrench 1

Cotter Pin 2

Operator’s Manual 1

Recommended Blade

PART NAME MODEL NUMBER

Edger Blade AEB0800

DESCRIPTION
KNOW YOUR EDGER ATTACHMENT (Fig.A)
1. End Cap
2. Edger Shaft 
3. Blade Guard
4. Blade
5. Depth Adjusting Knob
6. Guide Wheel
7. Hex Wrench
8. Multi-Functional Wrench
9. Depth Adjusting Guide Bar
10. Debris Flap
11. Cotter Pin
12. Screw to lock guide plate in place
13. Guide Plate
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EN ASSEMBLY 
 WARNING: If any parts are damaged or missing, 

do not operate this product until the parts are replaced. 
Use of this product with damaged or missing parts could 
result in serious personal injury.

 WARNING: Do not attempt to modify this product 
or create accessories not recommended for use with this 
edger. Any such alteration or modification is misuse and 
could result in a hazardous condition leading to possibly 
serious personal injury.

 WARNING: Do not adjust the blade guard. The 
blade guard has been set at the factory so that the arrow 
on the blade guard and the open side point away from the 
operator. This ensures that cuttings and other debris are 
directed away from the power tool and the operator.

CONNECTING THE EDGER ATTACHMENT TO THE 
POWER HEAD
This edger attachment is designed for use with EGO 56V 
Lithium-ion Power Head PH1400E.

See “ INSTALLING AN ATTACHMENT TO THE POWER 
HEAD ” section in the power head PH1400E operator’s 
manual.

OPERATION
 WARNING: Do not allow familiarity with this product 

to make you careless. Remember that a careless fraction 
of a second is sufficient to inflict serious injury.

 WARNING: Always wear eye protection, along with 
hearing protection. Failure to do so could result in objects 
being thrown into your eyes and other possible serious 
injuries.

APPLICATIONS
You may use this product for the purpose listed below:

 ◾ Edging around walkways, curbing, flower beds and other 
similar areas.

NOTICE: The tool is to be used only for its prescribed 
purpose. Any other use is deemed to be a case of misuse.

Before each use check for damaged/worn parts
Check the blade, guard and front-assist handle and 
replace any parts that are cracked, warped, bent, or 
damaged in any away. 

 WARNING: To prevent serious personal injury, 
remove the battery pack from the tool before servicing, 
cleaning, changing attachments or removing material 
from the unit.

USING THE EDGER ATTACHMENT WITH POWER 
HEAD

 WARNING: Dress properly to reduce the risk of 
injury when operating this tool. Do not wear loose clothing 
or jewelry. Wear eye and ear/hearing protection. Wear 
heavy, long pants, boots and gloves. Do not wear short 
pants or sandals or go barefoot. Wear a face mask or dust 
mask in dusty locations.

 WARNING: Clear away all obstacles and solid 
objects from the work area.

For safe and better operation, put on the shoulder strap 
across the shoulder. Adjust the shoulder strap in a com-
fortable operating position.

Hold the edger with your right hand on the rear handle 
and your left hand on the front-assist handle. Keep a firm 
grip with both hands while operating the tool. The edger 
should be held at a comfortable position with the rear 
handle about hip height (Fig.B).

 WARNING: The shoulder strap is also a quick 
release mechanism in hazardous situation. When emer-
gency occurs, take it off from your shoulder immediately, 
no matter what way the strap is in. 

After each use, clean the edger
See the MAINTENANCE section for cleaning instructions.

ADJUSTING DEPTH OF CUT
1. Stop the motor and remove the battery pack.

2. Loosen the depth-adjusting knob in the direction of 
the unlocking arrow marked on the knob (Fig.C).

3. Move the guide wheel, along the depth-adjusting 
guide bar, up to increase the depth of cut or down to 
decrease the depth (Fig. D).

4. Adjust the guide wheel so that the blade just touches 
the ground or breaks the surface of the soil by no 
more than 1/4” (5mm) (Fig.E) and then tighten it 
securely. 

5. Standing in the normal working position, check the 
depth of cut again and correct it if necessary.

TO START/STOP THE TOOL
See “STARTING/STOPPING THE POWER HEAD” section 
in the power head PH1400E operator’s manual.
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ENOPERATING TIPS
 ◾ Hold and guide the power head so that the blade is 
vertical. Use the sight line to line the blade up with the 
edge of the bed (Fig. F).

 ◾ Operate at no more than a normal walking pace. If the 
blade begins to bog down, you are edging too fast; 
slow your pace.

 ◾ Always walk forwards when cutting and move the 
edger forward. Do not pull the edger towards you.

 ◾ Do not force the blade into ground. Light contact of 
the blade against the sidewalk edge, curb, etc., is 
acceptable and will not damage the edger.

 ◾ Best appearance is obtained when grass is dry. Avoid 
edging in wet soil or wet grass areas or the blade 
guard might clog and result in an uneven edge. If the 
blade guard becomes clogged, stop the motor, remove 
the battery pack, and remove debris from the blade 
guard.

MAINTENANCE
 WARNING: Before inspecting, cleaning or servicing 

the unit, stop the motor, wait for all moving parts to stop, 
and remove the battery pack. Failure to follow these 
instructions can result in serious personal injury or 
property damage.

 WARNING: When servicing, use only identical 
replacement parts. Use of any other parts can create a 
hazard or cause product damage. To ensure safety and 
reliability, all repairs, other than the items listed in these 
maintenance instructions, should be performed by a qualified 
service technician.

GENERAL MAINTENANCE
Avoid using solvents when cleaning plastic parts. Most 
plastics are susceptible to damage from various types of 
commercial solvents and may be damaged by their use. 
Use clean cloths to remove dirt, dust, oil, grease, etc.

CLEAN THE UNIT
 ◾ After each use, clean the debris, clogged soils or grass 
on the blade and guard with a soft brush. Wipe the 
edger surface with a clean cloth moistened with a mild 
soap solution.

 ◾ Use a small brush or a small vacuum cleaner to clean the 
air vents on the rear housing.

NOTICE: Do not use any strong detergents on the plastic 
housing or the handle. They can be damaged by certain 
aromatic oils such as pine and lemon.

REPLACING THE BLADE

 WARNING: Do not attempt to straighten or weld a 
bent or cracked blade-it may break-it must be replaced. 
Recommend replace only with EGO edger blade, see 
“Recommended Blade” section.

NOTICE: Replace the blade if its length is no longer 
sufficient to maintain the necessary ground clearance and 
obtain the required depth of cut.

 WARNING: Always protect your hands by wearing 
heavy gloves or wrapping the blade with rags or other 
materials when performing any maintenance on the edger 
blade.

Removing the blade 
1. Stop the motor and remove the battery pack. 

2. Lay the edger on its back so that the blade is facing 
upwards.

3. Wear protective gloves. Use a needle nose pliers (not 
included) to remove the cotter pin from the motor 
shaft (Fig.G).

4. Rotate the blade to align the slot in the flange with 
the hole in the gear case (Fig. G).

 Fig. G parts description see below:

G-1 Cotter Pin
G-2 Inner Flange
G-3 Gear Case

5. Insert the hex wrench provided into the aligned holes 
to act as a stabilizer. Use the multi-functional wrench 
provided to loosen the nut CLOCKWISE (Fig.H).

6. Remove the nut, outer flange, blade and the inner 
flange from the motor shaft (Fig. I). Check and 
replace them if they are worn.

 Fig. I parts description see below:

I-1 Motor Shaft I-5 Blade
I-2 Inner Flange I-6 Outer Flange
I-3 Slot in the Inner Flange I-7 Nut
I-4 Bulge on the Inner Flange I-8 Cotter Pin

Installing the blade
1. Position the inner flange onto the motor shaft with 

bulge facing outwards (Fig.I).

2. Install the new blade onto the inner flange, ensuring 
that the blade is mounted into its place securely 
(Fig.J).

3. Mount the outer flange and the nut onto the shaft, and 
pre-tighten the nut COUNTERCLOCKWISE by hand.
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EN 4. Follow the above step 4 & 5 in “Removing the blade” 
to stabilize the blade to securely tighten the nut in 
COUNTERCLOCKWISE.

5. Insert a new cotter pin supplied into the hole in the 
motor shaft. Bent the two feet of the pin in opposite 
directions with a needle nose pliers (not included) 
(Fig. G).

REPLACING THE GUIDE WHEEL
1. Stop the motor and remove the battery pack. 

2. Lay the edger on its back so that the guide wheel is 
facing upwards.

3. Loosen the depth-adjusting knob in the direction 
of the unlocking arrow marked on the knob and 
removing it.

4. Remove the spring washer, plain washer 1, guide 
wheel, bushing and plain washer 2 from the screw 
pole (Fig. K). Check and replace them if they are worn.

5. Mount the screw pole through the depth-adjusting 
guide bar first, and then mount the plain washer 2, 
bushing and new wheel, then mount the plain washer 
1, spring washer and depth-adjusting knob onto the 
screw pole in the sequence shown in Fig. K.

 Fig. K parts description see below:

K-1 Depth Adjusting Knob K-5 Bushing
K-2 Spring Washer K-6 Plain Washer 2
K-3 Plain Washer 1 K-7 Screw Pole
K-4 Guide Wheel K-8 Depth Adjusting 

Guide Bar

NOTICE: The guide wheel should be mounted with its flat 
ribs facing inwards (Fig. L).

 Fig. L parts description see below:

L-1 Screws L-3 Debris Flap
L-2 Flat Rib L-4 Fixing Board

6. Lock the depth-adjusting knob.

REPLACING THE DEBRIS FLAP (Fig. L)
1. Stop the motor and remove the battery pack.

2. Use the hex wrench provided to loosen the two 
screws.

3. Remove the screws, fixing board and worn debris 
flap.

4. Replace with a new debris flap and lock it with the 
fixing board and the two screws.

CHECKING AND REPLACING THE ANTI-WEAR 
PROTECTIVE GUARD/GUIDE PLATE (Fig. M)

Check the anti-wear protective guard and the guide plate 
for damage before starting the power tool. The anti-wear 
protective guard must be replaced as soon as the gear 
case becomes visible.

NOTICE: The gear case may be seriously damaged if you 
do not replace the anti-wear protective guard as soon as the 
gear case is visible.

1. Stop the motor and remove the battery pack. 

2. Wear protective gloves. Rotate the blade as 
necessary to expose the two screws.

3. Use the hex wrench provided to loosen the two 
screws and remove them.

NOTICE: If you just need to replace the guide plate, loosen 
and remove just the screw 1.

4. Replace the deformed or worn anti-wear protective 
guard/guide plate.

5. Assemble the new anti-wear protective guard and 
guide plate onto the gear case and lock them with 
the two screws. 

 Fig. M parts description see below:

M-1 Screw 1 M-4 Anti-wear Protective 
Guard

M-2 Guide Plate M-5 Mounting Holes
M-3 Screw 2 M-6 Gear Case

REMOVING THE GUIDE PLATE
If you are experienced with this type of edger, or if you 
find that the guide plate is a hindrance in your edging 
operation, you may remove the guide plate.

1. Loosen and remove screw 1.

2. Remove the guide plate.

3. Replace and tighten screw 1.

TRANSMISSION GEARS LUBRICATION 
The transmission gears in the gear case need be 
lubricated periodically with gear grease. Check the gear 
case grease level about every 50 hours of operation by 
removing the sealing screw on the side of the case. 

If no grease can be seen on the sides of the gear, follow 
the steps below to fill with gear grease up to 3/4 capacity.

Do not completely fill the transmission gears.

1. Position the edger upright so that the sealing screw 
is facing upwards (Fig. N).

2. Use the multi-functional wrench provided to loosen 
and remove the sealing screw. Use a grease syringe 
(not included) to inject some grease into the screw 
hole; do not exceed 3/4 capacity.

3. Tighten the sealing screw after injection.
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ENSTORING THE UNIT
 ◾ Remove the battery pack from the edger

 ◾ Clean the tool thoroughly before storing it.

 ◾ If the edger attachment is removed from the power head 
and stored separately, fit the end cap on the attachment 
shaft to avoid dirt getting into the coupler.

 ◾ Store the unit in a dry, well-ventilated area, locked-up or 
up high, out of the reach of children. Do not store the unit 
on or adjacent to fertilizers, gasoline, or other chemicals.

Protecting the environment
Do not dispose of electrical equipment, 
battery charger and batteries/ 
rechargeable batteries into household 
waste!

According to the European law 2012/19/
EU, electrical and electronic equipment 
that is no longer usable, and according to 
the European law 2006/66/EC, defective 
or used battery packs/batteries, must be 
collected separately.

If electrical appliances are disposed of in 
landfills or dumps, hazardous substances 
can leak into the groundwater and get 
into the food chain, damaging your health 
and well-being.

EC DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY     
We, CHERVON EUROPE LTD.

47 CASTLE STREET, READING, RG1 7SR, UNITED KINGDOM

Declare that the product 56V lithium-ion cordless 
edger attachment EA0800 

Complies with the essential health and safety require-
ments of the following Directives:

2006/42/EC, 2014/30/EU, 2011/65/EU, 2000/14/EC

Standards and technical specifications referred to:

EN 60335-1, EN 50636-2-91, EN ISO 11806-1, EN ISO 
12100, EN ISO 60745-1, EN 55014-1, EN 55014-2

Measured Sound Power Level:TBD dB(A), 

Guaranteed Sound Power Level: TBD dB(A)

Conformity assessment procedure of Annex VI is followed 
according 2000/14/EC.

Notified Body: Société Nationale de Certification et 
d’Homologation

Notified Body number : 0499

 

 Peter Melrose Dong Jianxun
Vice President of Chervon Europe Quality Manager of Chervon 

* (Authorized representative for CHERVON and responsible for technical documentation)

01/09/2016
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EN TROUBLE SHOOTING

PROBLEM CAUSE SOLUTION

Motor fails to start.

 ◾ The battery pack is not attached to the 
power head.

 ◾ Attach the battery pack to the power 
head.

 ◾ No electrical contact between the power 
head and the battery pack.

 ◾ Remove the battery, check contacts 
and reinstall the battery pack until it 
snaps into place.

 ◾ The battery pack is depleted.  ◾ Charge the battery pack with EGO 
chargers listed in this manual.

 ◾ The lock-off button and trigger are not 
depressed simultaneously.

 ◾ Press down the lock-off button and 
hold it, then depress the trigger to turn 
on the power head.

Power head stops 
during operation.

 ◾ The motor is overloaded.  ◾ The motor will recover when the load 
is removed. For continuous working, 
decrease the load of the power head.

 ◾ The battery pack or the power head is 
too hot.

 ◾ Allow the battery pack or power head 
to cool until the temperature drops 
below 152°F (67°C).

 ◾ The battery pack is disconnected from 
the tool.

 ◾ Re-install the battery pack.

 ◾ The battery pack is depleted.  ◾ Charge the battery pack with EGO 
chargers listed in this manual.

Uneven edge

 ◾ Grass or soil edged is too wet.  ◾ Avoid edging in wet soil or wet grass.

 ◾ Blade guard is clogged.  ◾ Stop the motor, remove the battery 
pack, and remove debris from the 
blade guard.

WARRANTY
EGO WARRANTY POLICY
Please visit the website egopowerplus.com for full terms and conditions of the EGO Warranty policy.




